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Anyways, here is my thought process on how to recover the data from

a corrupt iPhone- "Do" Not Try This At Home:This recovery process
uses DFU to get into iPhone, and it won't work if your iDevice is

already in recovery mode (other than DFU). And to remove the need
for DFU in future as well, I have put up a tutorial on how to do that as
well.First Look: Into the Minds and Hearts of Lost Children Just when

we thought we had seen the last of Cedric Alexander's intriguing Lost
Children series, we get a fresh dose of yearning mystery, and even a
bit of romance. With Lost Angels, he tackles the subject of addiction

— and the perfect love that follows. With Lost Angels, Cedric
Alexander does something he's done in his previous novels, bringing
us first-person tales: he tells his own story. Alexander's usual round-
robin of first-person storytellers is a fun bit of mixing, but it hasn't
worked for Alexander's Lost Children series, even though all three
books in that series feature male narrators. It works for the female
narrators, like Julia O'Mara and Maggie Dennis (as described in LRB
June 2013). But with Lost Angels, Cedric brings "me" back into the
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picture, and we have to admit, we love it. Cedric has been known to
do a lot of writing for Radio 4, and Lost Angels was co-written with the
show's producer, Stephen Fry, who came up with the idea to interview
two of Alexander's characters, an addict and his former dealer, for a

Friday-Night Live kind of show. These two characters develop the
most complex relationship in the book, but the author has also left

plenty of room for present-day conversations with their former
dealer's new, sober life, which is what gives Lost Angels its wonderful

social undercurrent. How does Alexander set up the relationship
between the characters? The addicted character is in prison for a

relatively minor offense and is looking to get into a drug treatment
center. He is confident he's in line for parole when he meets a woman
who is coming to visit her sister at the prison. She takes some leaflets

he gives
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